


INTRODUCTION 

These walks, which vary in length from about 3 to 8 miles, start ei ther in Crawley Itself or from places wi thin l'll~Y rl•uch 
which have public transport services. Some are circular walks which enable one I o use one's own transpm t und pu r k u I I he 
start, returning to the same place by a diffe rent route. Where the same path has to be used on perhaps two of these wulks, 
they are arranged, as far as possible, to be used in both directions to avoid unnecessary duplication. 

There is a great variety of countryside in the immediate vicin ity of Crawley, in spite of its growth. The woodland to the 
south contrasts quite strikingly with the more agricultural scene in o ther direc tions. The highest point nearby is Turners 
Hill and on clear days both the North and South Downs can be seen . Leith Hill , the highest point in the south-east , is also 
visible. These hills are popular places for walkers but we have much beautiful coun tryside virtually on our own doorstep 
which is waiting to be explored . Farms, meadows, woods and old bu ild ings are scattered around us, which can best be 
appreciated from our local paths. 

However, two warnings are given : 

1. The countryside is easily damaged by the careless actions of the people who visit it (and sometimes by the people 
who use it ). The Country Code (page seventeen) is really only common sense and we ask that it is observed at all times. 

2. The Weald of Sussex is, as many who are gardeners will only too well have discovered, clay - heavy clay , which means 
that some of our paths can be muddy. In fact there are a few paths in our area which are never dry, even in summer. 
There cannot be too much emphasis. put on the need for adequate footwear. 

Should you find any problems when following these (or any other) walks, the North Sussex Group of the Ramblers' 
Association would like to know about them (or the County Council as Highway Authority if you prefer). The Ramblers' 
Association will attempt to remedy any obstructions, i.e. barbed wire, missing stiles or bridges, deterrent notices or over
grown paths. Should you encounter a bull in a field through which the path goes, you should notify the police (this is very 
unlikely). Before publication all these walks were checked, but changes take place which could make the description 
incorrect (for instance, if a gate or hedge described in the text is removed) - in this case too the North Sussex Group of the 
Ramblers' Association would like to know at the address below. 

Enquiries about membership of the Ramblers' Association should also be sent to:

North Sussex Group of the Ramblers' Association, 
12 Swallow Road, Crawley, West Sussex RHl 1 7RF (Crawley 30544) 

This book contains a selection of walks origi,nally published during 1978 by the Crawley and District Observer. 
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While every care has been taken in compiling this guide, the publisher and the North Sussex Group of the Ramblers' 
Association give notice that it will not be responsible for : 

1. Any accidents resulting from the use of this guide book. 
2. Any acts of trespass or damage committed by individuals using this guide book. 

During compilation of this guide book care has been taken to ensure that the routes described follow public rights of 
way which are shown on the definitive map taking into account amendments due to diversion or extinguishment orders 
made since the date of the definitive map. ·N evertheless from time to time further diversion or extinguishment orders 
will be made and it is possible that a path may no longer be open for public use on the route described. In some cases 
proposals for diversions have been notified to the compilers and these are included in the appropriate walk often with a 
note to this effect. Within the area covered by this guide book, a byelaw prohibi(s the placing of a bull with or without 
cattle in a field traversed by a public right of way. Any infringement of this byelaw should be notified to the police 
immediately. 
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RAMBLE No 1 BALCOMBE - ARDINGL Y RESERVOIR - BALCOMBE 6Y2 miles (3 hours walking) 

The Ardingly Reservoir is now full and although there are still 
scars from the construction work and indeed some work con
tinues near the dam, one can visualize that this area will again 
be very beautiful. One path has been lost under water but to 
make up for this one can now walk around most of the north 
side, much of it by the water's edge. Some of this is a bridle 
path which means that it may be ridden as well as walked. 

Although it has only been flooded for a short time, birds 
have already found this new hunting ground. As nature heals 
the scars, so too will the bird population increase. The new 
path will provide access to much of interest which will not be 
seen from the road. In any case, parking is prohibited on 
nearby roads. 

Opposite Balcombe station take the path by the telephone 
kiosk. Turn right along Newlands and after 200 yards take the 
path over the stile, opposite the road called Jobes. After a few 
yards keep to the right of the wall and go through a kissing 
gate, following the path along the edge of a field. On reaching 
a stile, go down through trees to the railway crossing. Beware 
of the trains here as there is a shar p bend in the line and 
visibility is reduced. 

The stile on the other side of the crossing leads to a small 
white gate into the garden of Kemp's House. Follow the drive 
out to the road and turn left. After 100 yards cross to the other 
side of the road, and go over a stile by a wooden footpath sign 
and just past a clump of trees. Keeping the barbed wire fence 
on your right, head across the field to a stile in the fence 
surrounding a plantation. 

Cross the plank bridge and go up the hill passing between 
an oak tree and the remains of a shed. There are a number of 
paths here - be sure to keep to the steepest track, which bears 
to the left. Some rocks are soon seen on your right and the 

path comes out into a field over a still' . t•o llow 11t1 11rht hand 
edge of the field with good views of lhc O uH1' v11lh•y , :111d the 
railway viaduct to the left . 

Continue along the field boundary until a stile und signpost 
are reached where the path turns right. Cross the ditch no 
bridge - and make for a line of oak trees slightly Lo the left. 
Go over a tree stump stile and follow the line of oak trees to a 
stile and signpost on the lane. 

Turn left along the lane for 150 yards until the track to 
Pilstye Farm is reached on a right hand bend. Follow this track 
round the left of the farm and continue. along it until the 
Balcombe - Cuckfield road is reached in about a quarter of a 
mile. Cross to a stile directly opposite , making for the left of 
the pine wood and a path which keeps this wood on the right. 
Cross the bridge over the stream, and keeping the woodland 
on your left, go up the hill, through a wide gap in the hedge to 
a typical railway stile. Cross the railway and turn immediately 
right for 100 yards in the field , then follow the hedge up the 
hill to the stile in the right corner. Pass through a small 
woodland area and continue in the same direction to another 
stile between iron posts. Cross the field towards the houses 
and on to the road by going over the stile. 

Turn right on the road and after 100 yards go left in the 
entrance to 'Stonehall Farm', then fork right between 'farm 
buildings (brick built on left and concrete blocks on right) 
through three iron gates to a concrete track. Follow this track 
straight on for 300 yards. 100 yards past some half-timbered 
cottages on the right , go through a gate on the left and make 
for the right hand corner of the wood to a stile at the left of a 
gate. 

Cross the stile and follow the edge of the wood to the first 
corner, then across the field in the same direction to an iron 
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gate. Good views of Ardingly College can be obtained from 
here. Turn slightly left to the far bottom corner of the field 
and a stile - not the gate slightly to the right - then go down 
some brick steps. 

Turn right towards the dam and cross over it, following the 
path on the far side into the copse. A stile leads from the copse 
to the path alongside the reservoir between the rails and the 
water. Continue for about half a mile to the causeway which 

carries the rebuilt Balcom be to Ardingly road. Cross the cause
way and turn left at the 'Bridleway' sign, turning sharp left 
along the water's edge until you reach the small landing stage 
where the path bears to the right through the trees, then again 
in the open before going up hill through conifer plantations to 
the road. Turn left, down hill for 200 yards to Balcombe Mill, 
which is much as it was before the flooding of the valley, on 
the other side of the road. Opposite their garden gate turn left 
up countless steps, mostly of concrete but some made of old 
millstones, to a stile. 

Continue up, at first near the wood, then straight on to the 
new bridle gate, past the allotments to the road. Turn left for 
200 yards then right into Oldlands Avenue, then Newlands and 
near the garage turn left on the tarmac path to the station or 
bus stop. 

t 
Not to scale 
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RAMBLE No 2 FURNACE GREEN - WORTH LODGE FOREST - FURNACE GREEN 5 miles (2'll hours wulklng) 

It has often been said that Sussex is one of Britain's most 
wooded counties and to the south and east of Crawley we 
have extensive forest virtually at our backdoor at Broadfield, 
Tilgate and Furnace Green. We have access to all of these on 
foot or bridle paths. and this series includes walks in all three. 

Although predominantly woodland, they give good views in 
parts mainly towards the town and many of Crawley's taller 
buildings can be identified from less familiar viewpoints. The 
beauty of this woodland is best seen from the footpaths which 
go through and round it and much of this walk is on these paths. 

Start from 'Maidenbower Drive' and go towards the playing 
fields. Just after the turning into 'Forest Field' follow the 
'Public Footpath' signpost and go between the houses, turning 
right and then left at another footpath sign, and at the end of 
the gardens, over a stile into Tilgate Forest. 

Continue for only l 00 yards on the forest ride straight 
ahead, then fork half left, crossing the next ride and for about 
200 yards across more open country, under power lines. You 
should now cross a track to the stile and steps to the railway. 
There are four tracks to cross, so be sure that there are no 
trains coming. Visibility is good but some trains are very fast! 

Go up the steps on the far side, over a stile and continue 
down a narrow rough strip between two fields to the bridge 
across Stamford Brook (erected by volunteers in 1977 as part 
of the path maintenance programme organised by the North 
Sussex Group of the Ramblers' Association). 

Bearing a little to the left and slightly uphill , follow the wire 
fence to the track. This is still shown on some maps as Forest 
Farm although it has ceased to exist for at least ten years. Now 
go straight on this track, very near the M23 motorway to the 
new bridge constructed for the Balcombe Road (B2036). 

Beware of" traffic here but cross this bridge and turn left by 

'Cuffs' Between stacks of wood, take the track nea rest the 
farm, not the one going uphill to the right. However, after 
about 150 yards at the footpath signpost and the sign 'TGO -
Fire Danger!' fork right and uphill under the power lines. Now 
continue in this directio n through the forest for about a mile. 

Look back to Crawley on the way. You will arrive at a 
track where there is no path straight on. Turn to the right for 
200 yards and then bear left to the broad gravel drive. On your 
left you should see a notice 'Keep your dog on the lead'. 

Turn sharp left here and follow this drive for 114 miles, still 
in the forest, to the white gate at the Turners Hill road. To the 
left of the gate is a footpath/bridlepath signpost. 

Now turn left on the bridlepath, with the woods on your 
left and open field to the right. The old railway from Three 
Bridges to East Grinstead used to run at the far side of this 
field . 

This part of the route is often muddy but some of this can 
be avoided by using the upper bank on the left for a short way. 
You will arrive at the Worth Lodge Farm access drive. Bear a 
little left but keep all the farm buildings to your left and go 
in the same general direction to the bridge over the M23 motor
way, then gently uphill to a made-up drive to Worth Church 
and to the road. This does not usually carry much traffic. 

Cross at the sign 'Leas'. (Another sign points back towards 
the church). Go on for 200 yards on the narrow path to 
Balcombe Road (B2036) which is normally much busier. Cross 
with care to the stile. A grassy path down the field will bring 
you to the step which is all that remains of a stile, then bearing 
right in a small copse, cross a ditch but turn left at the old 
railway fence some 50 yards on. 

• 
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Continue between fences for 400 yards t ill you arrive at the 
old railway bridge. If you wish to return to Three Bridges go 
under the bridge and turn left up the steps, otherwise turn left 
down a path which has suffered some erosion, crossing the 
stream by the bridge. Keep to the left now for 200 yards to a 
distinct fork path near which is an iron gate. 

Furnace 
Green 

-+ Maidenbo 
Drive 

Not 10 scalr. 

Take the right hand of these, bearing left at the next iron 
gate, on a narrower enclosed path, gradually converging on the 
railway embankment and then under the railway to the edge 
of the playing fields at Furnace Green by two pylo ns. Turn left 
and under the pylon line to t he corner of the playing field back 
to the star t at 'Maiden bower Drive' . 

o Worth 
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RAMBLE No 3 IFIELD CIRCULAR FROM THE. OLD VILLAGE CENTRE 3 miles (1 Yi hours walking) 

From the old centre of !field, at the church and 'The Plough', 
one can go straight into the meadows and woods and be almost 
unaware of the built-up area that now exists. 

Parking at the church is limited, but some spaces may be 
found at !field Green, which is nearby. 

Except for about 150 yards at Bonwycks Place, where it is 
necessary to go on the road, all of this route is on footpaths. 

Enter the churchyard and take the gravel path forking to 
the left of the church - not the concrete slab path. Go through 
the broken gate in the far corner of the boundary wall and 
into the paddock . The path continues in the same direction 
for about 200 yards to a small footbridge with a signpost. This 
part can sometimes be rather wet. 

Cross the bridge; keep the field boundary on your left for 
about half-mile, passing through a gateway and on to a track 
and eventually between a barn and some cottages to the road . 
Turn right , passing a cottage and immediately turn right again 
on to a tarmac drive. Just past the garage is a stile and signpost. 
Now go up the field with the hedge to your right, under power 
lines to another stile and up the same side of the next fiel d to 
a brick bridge, on the far side of which is a very dilapidated 
gate tied up with string! Cross this as best · you can and 
continue between the stream to the left and the power lines 
to the right , roughly in the same direction until you reach a 
rail fence by a gateway close to a three-way signpost. Cross 
this and follow the railed fence until it comes to an end by the 
corner of the wall. 

Now, turn half right and make for the left end of the white 
bungalow an d the concrete rails in the hedge by the telegraph 
pole. Cross to the road. Turn right an'd go in the same direction 
past the sign 'Manor of Ifield ' . After about 150 yards turn left 

at the wooden footpath sign to the far corner of the green and 
a stile t>y another footpath sign. Now, keep near the hedge of 
the cottage garden to the right and follow this field boundary 
to another stile, then gently up hill in the same direction, 
keeping near the hedge. Where the hedge turns sharply to the 
right, go straight ahead, making for a gap in the trees just to 
the right of a large oak tree. 

Go through the gap to the next field and turn immediately 
right alongside the woodland for about 200 yards and, at the 
corner, enter the wood. After another 200 yards you will come 
to a signpost where the path turns right. Within 50 yards there 
is a stile; cross this into the field and turn immediately left 
down the edge of the field. Not until this point will you have 
seen the built-up area of Crawley, which now will be in front 
of you. 

There is a stile at the bottom of the field . Pass this, with the 
hedge.now to the right, to the stile , some distance to the right 
of the dilapidated gate. Join the farm track for 100 yards 
along the bottom of Ifield Wood to the road. Cross and con
tinue up the drive signposted ' Druids' and 'Glenbevie'. Where 
the main track turns right, go straight ahead through the iron 
gates and brick pillars to 'The Druids',. passing in front of the 
house to a stile in the left corner. 

Go over this stile on to a track towards Ifield Church, down 
to a gateway , stile and bridge. Bear left by the water trough 
across the field - over a stile set at an angle to the barbed wire 
fence - then over the footbridge just ahead. Turn left along 
the grassy s trip of land, over a stile and plank bridge, then out 
to t he road at Ifield Green. Turn right back to St Margaret's 
Church and 'The Plough' . 



.. 
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RAMBLE No 4 GOSSOPS GREEN - PEASE POTI AGE 3 miles (2 hours walking) 

Together with No 5 in this series, this route will make a semi
circular walk from Gossops Green to Three Bridges, passing 
through Broadfield Forest, Pease Pottage and Tilgate Forest. 
Both these walks are on paths just outside the town and it is 
possible to start or finish at other points near the route. 

From an old Ordnance Survey map it is noted that Gossops 
Green, which consisted of a narrow lane and not more than six 
houses, was then called Gossips Green. 

From the Gossops Green side of !field Station, go straight 
up the road ahead, called 'Craigans'. At the end, turn left along 
Gossops Drive and take the first turning right along Dower 
Wa.lk. Follow this to the end and cross into the wood opposite, 
which becomes slight ly sunken and muddy , there being an 
alternative path on the top of the right hand bank. Cross a 
concrete bridge over a stream at the end of the wood and 
continue straight ahead, a playing field on your left and 
another stream on your right. 

At the bridleway sign, cross the stream by a wooden bridge 
and then continue in the same direction as previously but on 
the other bank of the stream. If you wish, you can walk along 
an asphalt path (Coxcomb Wa.lk) running parallel to your right. 
Turn left when you come to the road and then shortly right 
into Jewel Walk, where there is a bridleway sign on a lamp post. 
From here, follow to the right of a line of trees (rea.lly the 
remains of an old hedge) over rough ground or , if you prefer, 
use the paved and then asphalt path to the left of the hedge. 
On approaching the A264 take the subway ahead of you 
beneath the road. On emerging at the other side, turn right and 
follow the direction of the A 264 between the houses and a 

high bank of gorse onto Pelham Drive. Turn left and, after 
100 yards, right at the bridleway sign into a grassy/muddy 
track. At the top of the slope there is sometimes a short 
section of very deep and glutinous mud , which is dangerous; 
pick your way round this with care and continue straight on. 

You shortly emerge onto a hard track. However, where you 
go s~raight ahead, follow the direction indicated by a wooden 
bridleway sign. Shortly after this, keep left at the fork. Ignore 
various paths and tracks to left and right and after a time a 
golf course appears on the right and Cottesmore School can be 
seen ahead. At the front of the school the track becomes 
metailed and at the junction you bear half left along a track 
which then curves gent]y ·round to the right. Follow a further 
wooden bridleway sign onto the main access t rack, which 
continues in a series of curves out to the road. 

Take Grouse Road opposite and continue for approximately 
5 50 yards to a bridlegate on your left, a little before a pair of 
cottages on your right. Double back sl ightly across the fie ld to 
another bridlegate and across a narrow plank bridge over a 
ditch. Take the headland to your left , with a hedge and a ditch 
on your left. Pass through a gateway at the end of the field 
and continue straigh t on along the right hand edge over a stile 
by a field gate and alongside a further fence to an iron gate 
onto the A23. Turn left along an asphalt pavement into Pease 
Pottage. 

Allernatively you can continue with walk No 5 to Three 
Bridges by taking the footpath on the opposite side of the A23, 
slightly to the left of where you emerged. 

i .. 
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RAMBLE No 5 PEASE POTTAGE - THREE BRIDGES SY2 miles (2'h hours walking) 

If this walk is done together with No 4, the road walking from 
the 'Black Swan' to the footpath just past Tilgate Forest Hotel 
will not be necessary. However, it is possible to take the bus to 
Pease Pottage on weekdays. There is, unfortunately, no service 
on Sundays. 

From the road junction by the Black Swan in Pease Pottage 
take the old road southwards, passing The Grapes on your left, 
on to the dual carriageway of the present A23. Having passed 
the Crawley Forest Hotel on your left, cross both carriageways 
of the A23 just before the commencement of a chestnut paling 
.fence along the central reservation and immediately before the 
wooden bridleway signpost indicating the path from which 
you will have emerged-an your walk from Gossops Green. 

After crossing the A23, in a few yards, turn left along a 
metalled track by a concrete footpath sign . Continue straight 
on, with a house on your left and some sheds on your right, 
the path now becoming a dirt track. This soon narrows and 
then opens out into woodland, curving left at the same time 
but being clearly signposted and on a well-defined track. 
Remain on this track as it meanders slightly and generally 
curves to the right, ignoring all paths to left and right. The 
final section of woodland is between fenced areas of young 
conifers; then pass through a bridlegate and continue straight 
on along a wide fenced track between fields, turning left at the 
crossing track and emerging at New Buildings Farm on to 
Parish Lane, a metalled road. 

Turn right and follow this road for about a mile, passing 

Forest House, where the road degenerates into a hard t rack. 
Just as the railway bridge comes into sight in front of you, 
turn left , through a gateway with two rails across, with a foot
path sign alongside, and take the centre of the three tracks 
before you, straigh t ahead . Continue along this well used track 
through typical Forestry Commission plantation, ignoring two 
paths to your left, including one metalled one, and on to the 
new bridge over the motorway. Go straight ahead through a 
small metal gate and on along another woodland track, although 
the trees are now less thickly spread. Ignore a crossing path 
and a path to your left and at a five-way junction take the 
second turning left, again on a fairly similar clay forest ride. 
This becomes harder and you soon reach a junction with a 
three-way metalled footpath sign, at which point you take the 
right-hand path, which is narrower and mostly of flint. 

Ignoring a path to your right, you come to the outskirts of 
Furnace Green; here you turn right before the first houses and 
follow a wide green track along the back of the estate for about 
250 yards until you reach a stile on your left. At this point, 
turn right away from the stile, and follow a woodland path in 
front of you, tu rning left along another track after about a 
hundred yards. Then, at a series of crosspaths, take the very 
narrow path directly opposite and follow this across a mixture 
of heathland and forest, across a wide Forest ry track to a stile 
and then cross the railway line, first making sure that there are 
no trains approaching. 



Continue straight along a path between two fields, over a 
bridge across a stream and through a short section of woodland , 
then along the edge of an area of woodland. On emerging on 
an unfenced access track, turn left along it. It soon becomes 
grassy and you should continue straight on, ignoring a righ t 
hand turn, go through a field gate and on along the track , 
passing Maidenbower F arm on the left. After a slight right and 
left kink a t Maidenbower Farm , the track continues but 
becomes extremely wet at certain times of the year and there 
is an escape route for part of this on the bank to the left. 
Ignoring another track on the left, continue across a footbridge 
over a stream and go straight on until you reach the railway 
bridge over the old Three Bridges to East Grinstead line. Turn 
left immediately after the bridge up the steps and along a 
narrow fenced path to a recreation ground. Continue along the 
edge of this and on to another narrow fenced path, which 
brings you on to a metalled road leading down to Three Bridges 
at the station. 

Pease Pottage 

Three Bridges Stn. 

Furnace~ 
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~ 
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RAMBLE No 6 HANDCROSS - STAPLEFIELD - SLAUGHAM - HANDCROSS 4'l'2 miles (2Y2 hours walking} 

This is one of the shorter walks of this series. Nevertheless, 
three villages will be seen, all of different character and all 
having public houses or inns for refreshment stops if required. 
Buses can be used on weekdays from Crawley, but check times 
beforehand. You may also drive to Handcross, if you can find 
parking space while you walk this circular route. 

Start at the road junction by the 'Red Lion' recently burned 
out, almost opposite which is the path to the left of the large 
sign for Nymans Garden and right next to the village sign 
erected by the W.I. to mark their Diamond Jubilee. The gate 
is currently missing. You shortly emerge into a field and 
continue straight ahead along the edge of this to another stile 
and follow the path ahead, ignoring a crossing path. Keep on 
the main path, ignoring a fork to the right and then curve right 
by the lake at the bottom along a woodland t rack. 

At the end of the lake, by the overflow, is a gate. marKed 
' Private'. The route of the path, as shown on the County 
Council map, is through this and then up the slope to the right 
of 'Old House'. An unofficial diversion has been made with 
notices displayed to direct people but, as yet , the necessary 
Diversion Order has not been made. It is hoped that this will 
soon be done and remove the current anomaly of the path 
being shown on both official and Ordnance Survey maps on 
one route, while the public are expected to use another. Both 
routes take one to the railed fence just by 'Old House'. Bear 
left alongside these rails and at the end of the brick wall on 
your left, head sligh tly to the right across the field , keeping to 
the right of the hedge on the far side to a poor stile at the 
bottom. Cross this and the ditch and bear lef t alongside the 
ditch to the five bar gate at the end of the field , emerging 
onto a Jane. 

Turn righ t and immediately right again down a lane, now 
tarmac for about SOO yards, where you join the concrete strip 
drive. Continue on this in the same direction for half a mile 
where you will emerge onto Staplefield Green. Take care when 
crossing this road. Cross the green to 'The Victory'; 100 yards 
to the right of this turn left, by a concrete foo tpath sign, along 
a dirt track. Shortly, climb the stile over the barbed wire fence 
and continue along the headland of the field ahead of you, 
going straight through the scrubby area half way down, and cross 
two ditches via sleeper plank bridges. 

Climb the stile on your left by a three-arm signpost at the 
bottom of the field and keep right through the copse, over an 
iron fence by another footpath sign into a further field. Turn 
right along the right hand edge of this field and at the corner 
go over the sleeper bridge and the stile on you r right and 
continue in the same direction crossing a drainage ditch on the 
way, to emerge onto a road by a metalled field gate some SO 
yards to the right of the bridge with the white rails. Turn left 
and, after some 400 yards, right by a concrete footpath sign 
along the concrete drive to Stan bridge Farm not the drive to 
'S tanbridge House'. 

Go straight through the farmyard and onto a hard track at 
the far end, which curves round to the left and then sharp 
right and goes into a field at the top of the slope. Head half 
right over the brow across this field and then bear left along 
the boundary at the bottom going over a stile onto the verge 
alongside the A23. Turn right along this, staying on the same 
side, and then cross both carriageways on the brow of the hill 
where visibility is better; immediately past the lay-by on the 
other side of the road go up the concrete steps in front of you, 
by a footpath sign, to a stile at the top of the bank and then 



head slightly right across the field to two oak trees growing 
close together. The path here is obstructed by a barbed wire 
fence and the remnants of a stile, just to the righ t of the trees 
and you then head half right again across the next fie ld, going 
round the outside of the section of woodland which juts out 
into the field and which you then follow to a further stile onto 
a drive. Turn left at the d_rive which has white rails alongside, 
and immediately branch right by a concrete footpath sign to 
The Moat House. Continue straight on past the garage where 
the driveway turns right and follow the path round the back of 
the garage through the rhododendrons to a bridge over the 
stream. 

Follow the footpath signs on the trees, bearing left and 
then curving round to the right, before turning left again over 
a stile and going round the edge of a lawn to a second stile. 
The ruins of the ancient Slaugham Place can be seen on your 
right. Continue half left across the following field to a stile in 
the hedge surrounding Slaugham Churchyard by the power 
lines. Continue to the church itself and go out through the 
lych gate to the village centre. Go st raight on along a road in 
front of you, passing the Chequers on your left, and continue 
on along the (private) road right through Slaugham Park and 
turn left a t the far end when you emerge onto the road leading 
from the northbound carriageway of the A23 into Handcross, 
to the road junction at the 'Red Lion'. 

Not to scale 
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RAMBLE No 7 IFIELD - CHARLWOOD 3 miles (I Yi hours walking) 

If you have followed the previous circular route from !field to 
Bonwykes Place and back , you will recognise the first part of 
this walk, but will be going in the opposite direction. 

The two villages are linked by a choice of footpath routes, 
th is being chosen because it is more rural. Please note that 
!field Wood can be very wet and at times is only negotiable in 
welling tons. 

Start at the gate to St Margaret's Church, !field. Go into the 
churchyard and down the path until you come level with the 
door of the church. Turn right out of the churchyard and cross 
to the left of !field Barn Theatre. 

Cross the stile near the footpath signpost into a paddock 
and, in the same direction, over another stile in a barbed wire 
fence which crosses the middle of this field and, for about the 
same distance, to yet another stile and footbridge. Cross this 
bridge and make straight toward the white bungalow, climbing 
the stile set at an angle in the barbed wire fence, past a water 
trough, on to a track. 

Near the house, go over the stile next to the iron gate and 
continue on the drive through the wrought iron gates and then 
on the now rougher track in the same direction to the road. 
Cross the road and take the right-hand path almost parallel to 
the road. After 50 yards fork left - not the route taken by .the 
horses - and in this same direction across Ifield Wood, which 
can be very wet in places, crossing a grassy track to a stile, 
then across a grassy meadow, over an electric fence covered by 
tubing, by the drive to Naldretts Farm and on to the road. If 
wet, use road to Naldretts Farm. 

Turn left on the road and left again opposite 'Woodlands' 

on the narrower road for about half a mile to the .bend at 
Prestwood House. Turn righ t over the stile at the footpath sign, 
not up the drive which is the bridleway. 

Follow the right-hand hedge to the signpost in the corner 
and turn left, crossing the bridge and stile into the next field, 
following the hedge in the same· .~"frffl'i"'to(lt" the iron gate at 
Upper Prestwood Farm. Keep to the right of the buildings, 
through another iron gate, crossing the field to a wooden gate 
and following the left-hand hedge to a stile. Cross this and the 
plank bridge, then turn right to the field, over the stile, ignoring 
the stile and plank bridge in front of you. 

With the field boundary on your left, go through a gateway 
or over the new stile and, in the same direction, to a stile and 
an enclosed track to 'Windacres' and the Russ Hill road. At the 
metal footpath sign, turn right on the enclosed footpath, 
parallel to the metalled drive, passing farm buildings on your 
right, over a stile and down the left side of the field to a stile 
in the corner next to a railway sleeper fence post and, in the 
same direction, crossing the following field to another stile 
(way-marked). 

Cross the green lane, over a stile by the oak tree. Follow the 
left side of the paddock and over another stile; then another 
small field to the stile near a small building and, now with the 
hedge on your right, to the corner and cross over a stile and 
farm bridge. Make now for the church and the stile, turning 
right on the tarmac path through the churchyard and to the 
'Half Moon'. Continue on the road past the 'Rising Sun' to the 
recreation ground beside which a bus may be used to return to 
Ifield or Crawley. 



t 
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RAMBLE No 8 CHARLWOOD - GATWICK 3 miles (lY2 hours walking) 

This is a continuation of Walk No 7 route from Ifield and, of 
course, the two may be followed to make one. 

The first part follows the old route mainly through fields. 
However, the airport has engulfed a number of paths but, 
following extended negotiations, it is still possible to walk 
around a new perimeter path. 

From 'The Rising Sun' go along the Horley Road and 
opposite the end of the recreation ground turn left up the 
No Through Road past 'Holne Chase'. After 400 yards pass a 
chapel and then a further 200 yards to where the chalky road 
turns left, you should turn right over a plank bridge and stile 
next to the iron gate, along the left side of the field, to another 
stile by an iron gate. 

Ignore the stile on the left and continue along the grassy 
track to the stile on the right of another iron gate, which is 
festooned with barbed wire. Continue along the edge of this 
field to two stiles and a footbridge next to a further iron gate, 
then along the left edge of a further field, to yet another stile 
beside an iron gate. Cross the field towards the brick-built 
cottages to a gateway (stile on the left). Do not follow the 
field track round the edge to the left but continue down the 
enclosed track ahead, going over two more stiles to the road. 
Beware of the traffic. 

Turn left for 100 yards, then right at the second of two 
gates marked 'Birnie Brae', then immediately left by the sign
post. This is the start of the Gatwick perimeter path, which 
now replaces the paths obliterated by the extension of the 
airport. 

Follow the hedge for 200 yards and turn right . Follow 
barbed wire fence, then turn left toward the farm, ignoring the 
stile to the right , over a footbridge and through the farm 
buildings. Turn right on the gravel track for about 300 yards 
over the stile by the gate and after another 50 yards turn left 
over a stile. Follow the wire fences round to the wood. Go 
through this wood parallel to the road, all well signposted, 
eventually turning right into a field. 

Follow the fence to the tarmac drive and turn left to the 
Charlwood Park Lodge and the Old Brighton Road. 

Cross to the stile opposite, then after 50 yards turn left and 
follow the edge of the new plantation, crossing the gravel drive 
by the wooden five bar gate and turning right along the side of 
the hedge. 

Where the path leaves the field turn left towards the hotels 
and fire station. 

Turn right at the chain link fence and follow this to the 
new 60 ft. metal footbridge over the River Mole . Cross this 
and follow the river to the right, after about 400 yards nearing 
a chain link fence; follow this out to the road by a gritting box 
and a footpath sign. 

Turn right for 100 yards, then left along the Perimeter 
Road North, past the Police Station and continue to the air
port buildings and station. 
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RAMBLE No 9 FAYGATE - RUSPER - FA YGATE 6 miles (3 hours walking) 

Faygate can be reached by train, or by bus, from which you 
alight at Faygate cross-roads and walk up the road to the 
'Holm bush' public house. The path with its signpost is on the 
right just before the railway station. 

If arriving by train, turn right out of the station and just 
over the bridge turn immediately left at the footpath signpost. 
The path follows the railway line eastwards until shortly after 
the first fie ld boundary a stile followed by a signpost which 
points across the railway line. 

Go straight th rough an old coppice wood called Fullers 
Shaw, and to the left of a dried-up pond, where the route is 
again signposted towards a pine plantation. 

Keeping the pines on your left, go round two sides of the 
planta tion to a ~tile on the right. Cross the stile and follow the 
left field boundary, past a fie ld gate and on to a stile and foot
path sign. Turn left and continue past the house on your left 
to join a track. Cont inue along this to a tarred drive and turn 
right . Con tinue for a quarter-mile, past 'Kilnwood' and Kiln
wood bungalow. This drive ends by the pond at Upper Bew bush 
but continue in the same direction, ignoring tracks either side 
of the house and pond, and follow the soft track for about 200 
yards until you see a footpath sign, with a stile set back some 
10 yards on the left. 

Cross the stile and keeping the field boundary on your left, 
go on to the corner of the field where the path turns left by a 
footpath sign. Follow the field boundary to an iron gate, and 
keeping the boundary on your right, continue until you reach 
a signpost and stile . 

After tne stile continue for about 150 yards un til the field 
boundary bears to the left. Go over the stile and cross a cul
verted ditch to a makeshift wooden gate. Pass through and turn 
right along the hedge soon curving to the left. Continue until 
the end of the hedge and a wire fence starts. Cross over to the 
other side (no stile at present) but continue alongside this wire 

fence until the opposite side of the fie ld is reached. Turn right 
alongside the woods to a stile in the corner. Cross the stile and 
turn left along the woodland track , which bends to the right, 
then left, after about 60 yards. 

After a further 200 yards, turn right by a footpath sign, 
shortly after the track turns right. Go down the path to a damp 
area which is crossed by a single sleeper and then a double 
sleeper bridge on the left . A stile and footpath sign on the edge 
of the woods are then reached. Turn right into the field and 
follow the edge to the footpath sign at the end . Turn left along 
the edge to a gap where the hedge bears left. Go through the 
gap to a scrubby area which leads into the same field again after 
about 100 yards. 

Carry on to the stile and footpath sign in the corner, turning 
righ t down a narrow path by a wire fence round a builder's 
yard . After a wh ile this path reaches a wooden gate. Go 
through it and along by a post and chain fence to the road by 
a footpath sign next to the 'Lamb Inn'. Turn right on the road 
for some 300 yards, and just past the bridge turn left through 
white gates at 'Chowles Lodge'. After a few yar ds cross the 
rickety stile and follow the direction of the signpost diagonally 
across to another stile with a very rickety step. In the same 
direction go on to the next stile in the far corner of the field, 
and then follow the field edge to another stile and the road. 
Cross to the gate directly opposite; continue with the hedge 
on your left almost to the corner where the path leaves the 
field through a very short strip of wood , then up to the edge 
of the next field for 200 yards to a signpost. 

Turn left over a plank bridge and a stile and continue with 
the hedge now on your righ t , passing.under a power line to a 
small kiss gate - don't go through the wooden five-bar gate on 
your right. Now make for the right side of the hump and trees 
at top of the hill which conceal a pond . Go past the old pump 
house to the wooden kiss gate and the path be(ween the 



recreation ground and the garage to the main street at the 
church. Turn left for I 00 yards and fork right on the Horsham 
and Roffey road, turning immediately left by the signpost. 
Cross the small car park and bear righ t to a narrow path behind 
the housing estate. At the end is a stile and signpost. Go 
straight on to the irnn gate and grassy track downhill to 
another gate. Cross into the next field and follow the right-hand 
side to the gate in the far bottom corner. Twenty yards past 
this turn right over the stile and plank bridge to another field. 

Turn left, and ignoring ·gaps in the hedge, keep the field 
boundary on your left and make for the farm buildings. Near 
the end of the field go through a wooden gate, turn right along 
an access track, across a brick bridge over a stream and on for 
200 yards to a concrete track by a signpost. Turn left along this 
track to a house on the right called 'Murrells'. Turn right here 
taking a route about half left across the field to a broken stile 
and signpost in the hedge. Cross the next fie ld diagonally to a 
concrete bridge and signpost and continue to the road where 
there is another signpost and stile. 

Turn right along the road taking particular care as t here are 
no verges. After 300 yards, on a right-hand bend, a footpath 
sign will be seen on the left n ear .a stile. Cross the st ile and 
follow the barbed wire fence on the left to reach the woods. 
Turn righ t , and ski rt the trees for I 00 yards before crossing a 
stile into the woods. Cross this and go over a concrete and 
metal bridge. Turn immediately right up to the main track 
often used by horses, going along this and take the second 
track on your left. At the end turn right and continue on this 
track as it bears to the left, then take t he wide path on the 
right. Continue until reaching the footpath sign. 

Turn left and then after a few yards turn right. Follow th is 
until a tarred track is reached. Turn left, and after 100 yards 
turn right by the signpost down the track to the house. (You 
will recognise this as being the outward route). Go past the 
house and continue to the stile and signpost. Turn right at the 
s tile into the field and make for anoUier stile in the right-hand 

corner. Cross, and after a few yards turn left by the signpost 
and take the forestry track round two sides of the pine 
planta tion. 

Where the track goes right, go straight on as signposted. 
When you reach the dried-up pond, turn left by the signpost 
in to the cross track and bear right on to a straight track to the 
railway line. Cross the railway track and turn right back to the 
railway bridge and 'Holmbush' public house. Turn left if you 
wish to catch a bus on 'the main Horsham-Crawley road. 

.....-:~ 

~ Murrells 

~~ 
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RAMBLE No 10 BALCOMBE - ST APLEFIELD - BALCOMBE 6 miles (3 hours walking) 

There are two good footpath routes connecting these villages 
and together they make a pleasant country walk in varied 
countryside. The River Ouse, already a sizeable stream only five 
miles from its source, is crossed twice en route and one has a 
good distant view of the Ouse Valley Viaduct. Train services to 
Balcombe run every half hour on weekdays and Sundays. A bus 
service connects Crawley and Balcom be, but not on Sundays. 

From the pedestrian entrance to Balcom be Railway Station 
on the 82036 take the asphalt path opposite to the left of the 
telephone kiosk. On reaching the estate road, turn right and 
follow round to a concrete footpath sign at the top of the rise 
opposite a lane called Jobes. Turn right over the stile down a 
well worn path and to the right of a brick wall. Go through a 
swing gate and follow the left hand edge of the fie ld ahead. 

Cross the railway stile at the end and keep to the left, 
following a well defined path to a crossing of the railway on a 
bend. Take care crossing the railway as trains are moving fast 
on this section of the line. Cross the stile on the far side and 
follow the path ahead through a wicket gate and straight on 
across the outer garden of Kemps House to the field gate 
entrance to the property and the metalled access drive, which 
bears right on to the B2036. Turn left along the grass verge and 
after 100 yards cross over where the road begins to straighten 
out. Go over a stile on your right by a wooden footpath sign 
and keeping the barbed wire fence on your right,head across 
the field to a stile in a fence at the edge of the woodland. 

Go across the footbridge and up a rising path in front of 
you, ignoring a path to your right and continue uphill as far as 
a broken · down shed, when you bear left still going uphill. 
Crossing a staggered crossing path continue upwards along a 
wide track to emerge into a field over a stile, with an old 
barbed wire fence on your right. 

Continue along this curving to 'the left at the far end. of the 

field and crossing over a stile by a footpath sign and over a 
ditch into another field. Cross this diagonally to two tree 
stumps, enabling you to climb a wire netting fence, and follow 
the line of trees ahead of you to a stile by a foo tpath sign on 
to a narrow metalled lane. Cross this to the left to a further 
stile and follow the edge of the field ahead of you, keeping the 
fence and ditch on your right to emerge on another metalled 
lane by a very wet area and a barbed wire fence. 

Turn right along this lane and after 400 yards turn right 
along the access drive to Sidnye Farm. Go along this through 
to the farm and bear to the right over a stile by the gate. Turn 
half right following the direction of the signpost and cross the 
field down towards the stream heading for two Alder trees 
growing together at the stream. Cross the bridge over the 
stream and then turn left in the arable field on the other side, 
heading across to the right hand end of the line of trees on the 
far boundary by a clump of conifers. Crossing a stile, pass 
throu.gh the trees and follow the righ t hand edge of the field 
beyond. Cross the stile on your right at the end of the hedge, 
where the fence starts. Follow a gritted path past a cottage 
front door, over a stile and down the drive to the road. 

Turn left along the road for half a mile into Staplefield to 
reach the main Handcross to Cuckfield road and the village 
green. Turn right along the wide verge to the telephone box 
and footpath sign. Turn right again up the tarmac drive. This 
soon becomes a concrete track and after about half a mile 
crosses a bridge. Do not follow this to the left but go straight 
on up a tarred and grit ted track. After 300 yards, at the track 
j unction, turn right and th en immediately bear left. 

Just before the barn the track becomes grassy. Past the barn 
the path turns right through a wooden bridle gate into a green 
lane. After I SO yards enter a field by a metal gate. Continue 
along the edge of the field and then turn left over a fe nce by a 



padlocked gate. Go along the grassy track ahead. After a short 
distance fork right diagonally down the slope through the 
trees to cross the stream at the bottom. 

The path continues up the slope on the other side, later 
curving to the right to a stile into a field. Go along the right 
hand edge of th is, through a white field gate and then along 
the access drive ahead, passing Ditton Place on your left. 

The track becomes asphalt and you should turn right at the 
fork, continuing out to the road. Cross the road and bear left 
through the gap in the hedge and go straight across the field 
to a second stile. Follow the woodland path ahead, taking the 
first turning to the left before curving sharply to the right down 
a steep slope, across a stream and then up steps on the far side, 
doubling back to the left. 

Bear left at the top on a forest ride, then branch right on 
the ride up a further slope to a stile at the top. Continue 
straight along the left hand edge of the field and keep to the 
right of the dry pond at the end. Cross the stile and continue 
along the headland over another stile before curving round a 
pond. At the end of the paling fence on your left continue for 
a further five yards and cross the stile. Go through the belt of 
trees to a second stile and continue straight on to the right of 
the fence. At the end of the field cross a further stile and then 
turn right along a farm track, following this round to the left 
of some farm buildings until you enter the farmyard and pass 
through this. 

Follow the concrete track ou t of the farmyard. This soon 
becomes metalled and curves to the right past a pond where 
the main track turns left, fork to the right and then right again 
onto a hard track. After a few yards take the stile on your left 
by a concrete footpath sign and keep to the right across the 
field ahead, finishing on the right hand edge of the field and 
crossing a stile into the following field . Continue down the 

edge of the field to two stiles close together. Cross these and 
continue down the slope to the right of the hedge. The path 
meets a minor road by a stile. 

Turn left and go through the swing gate ahead by the 
wooden footpath sign and up the steps. Cross over the stile and 
then the field to a further stile which leads to the B2036 by 
the back ~ntrance to Balcombe Station. Turn left along the 
road, taking care on the narrow verges. After 300 yards is the 
pedestrian entrance to the station and the end of the walk. 

t 
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RAMBLE No 11 HANDCROSS - BROADFIELD 8 miles (4 hours walking) 

This is one of the longer walks of this series. Handcross can be 
reached by bus on weekdays but not on Sundays. (You may 
be able to persuade a friend to drive you to the start!) 

Good views of St Leonards Forest are to be seen from the 
vicinity of Newstead Farm and from the path at Cottesmore 
Golf Course one sees much of Crawley and on clear days the 
North Downs. Only seven years ago, the path near Dousters 
Pond was completely overgrown and unusable. Volunteers 
from the North Sussex Group of the Ramblers' Association, 
with other rambling clubs, cleared this to make it one of our 
most beautiful local paths. 

From the centre of the village at Handcross take the A279 
towards Cowfold and Horsham and, after crossing the by-pass, 
turn left into the link road. Cross over this road and proceed 
down the private road on the right hand side which leads to 
the village of Slaugham. Just before entering the village go over 
the stile to the right of the white gate across the road , following 
the line of the barbed wire fence along the field on the right. 

At the end of the field go over another stile, slightly down
hill, bearing left over a stream, then left again and right along 
the side of another field. On reaching the small road at the end 
turn right and after about SO yards go over the stile by a gate 
on the left. Proceed diagonally right, then downhill over a stile 
in the comer of this field; continue along the following field, 
slightly uphill, keeping well to the right of the house. Cross a 
stile and pass across a further field to another stile by a gate 
onto the A279 road. 

Tum left and proceed along the opposite side of the road 
for about 400 yards, then turn right off the road at the bridle
way sign onto a concrete access track to Carters Lodge. 
(Alternatively, if you have a car and can return to it, you can 
park on the hard verges before going down the bridleway, 
thus making a shorter walk). 

Stay on the track for about 1,000 yards, passing a Hammer 
Pond on your right, a bungalow on your left and some farm 
buildings set back on your left. Just after these , turn right over 
a stile by a field gate and a wooden footpath sign and continue 
straight ahead along the contour of the field , curving slightly 
to the right when the barbed wire fence does so and then 
working across diagonally to the left in the direction of a stile 
at the edge of some trees ahead. 

Cross over the stile and continue straight ahead with a 
barbed wire fence close on your right. Bear left at the end of 
the field into a wood and over a stream on a clear path, 
emerging over a stile into a field. Turn right along the edge of 
this field and then re-enter the wood over another stile to cut 
across the corner of this on a path which is not very clear, 
emerging in the next field over a further stile by a wooden 
signpost. Head across the field in the direction of the electricity 
pylon on the brow and then go straight on to a metal field gate. 
Pass through the. gate and go along the dirt track in front of 
you, to reach a metalled road by another metal gate near 
Newstead Farm. 

Turn right and go straight through the farm, leaving by a 
dirt track at the far end. The track becomes grassy after a time 
and you continue along the contour until the hedge on your 
right bears sharp right. At this point, or just before, go half left 
diagonally across some rough pasture through a bridle gate and 
over a bridge across a stream. Continue up the woodland track 
in front of you and emerge on Grouse Road opposite Black 
House Road. Beware of traffic here and turn right along Grouse 
Road for approximately 1,000 yards turning left through a 
gate by a wooden signpost immediately past a pair of cottages 
on your left. 

Go straight ahead along the left hand edge of the field and 
emerge on another road by a bridlegate. Turn left and, after 



200 yards or so, right into the entrance into Buchan Hill Farm 
by another footpath sign. Follow the track, ignoring a golf 
course crossing, but where the track turns sharp left, continue 
in a straigh t line at the footpath sign across the golf course, 
keeping the hedge on your right where it is still standing. Be 
very wary of fl:ring golf balls in this section. 

Cross the stile at the barbed wire fence beyond the golf 
course and continue straight on along a narrow well defined 
path, soon entering woodland. Stay on this path for a good 
distance, across a stile which has been buil t through a gate, 
passing Dousters Pond on your right. Continue straight ahead 
between and beneath rhododendrons, although tl;le path 
becomes rather wet in places, to emerge on the A264 main 
Horsham to Crawley road. 

Great care must be ex,ercised here as the traffic moves at a 
fas t speed and the verges offer little protection. Turn right and 
stay on the same side of the road until the roundabout is 
reached. About 150 yards past this is a bus stop for transport 
back to the town centre. 

As an alternative to the road, there is currently a parallel 
section cleared through the wood where pipes have been laid, 
but it is necessary to negotiate a barbed wire fence at the far 
end. 
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RAMBLE No 12 TURNERS HILL -THREE BRIDGES 4 miles (2 hours walking) 

The 434 or 4 73 bus service can be used to reach Turners Hill . 
Part of this walk is on a bridlepath which has a reputation for 
being muddy, so wear wellingtons or other stout footwear, 
except after prolonged dry spells. The views from the paths 
near Turners Hill extend to the North Downs on clear days but 
much of the remainder of this route is through very beautiful 
woodland. 

Start from 'The Red Lion' which is situated on the small 
side road which runs parallel to the main B2028 from the 
Green at 'The Crown ' northwards to Crawley Down. 

Leave the road at the footpath signpost between 'The Red 
Lion' and houses. After only twenty yards go over the stile to 
the field, then turn right down the hill with the hedge to the 
right to the corner and another stile. Cross into the next field 
and turn left. Keep the hedge on your left to the corner at the 
five bar gate. Just below this is a stile next to an iron gate. Go 
over this into the wood and follow the path in the same general 
direction until it curves up into a field. 

Continue now with a hedge on your right to the road. 
Beware of traffic on this road. There is a little verge on either 
side but it is normally better to walk on the right side of a 
road, facing the oncoming traffic. Turn right down the road 
and turn right again into the second enti:ance signposted 
'Tul!ey's Farm' on a tarmac Jane. Pass the farm and now on a 
gravel track go up through some woodland. 

Where this track turns right into a'field,go straight on down 
a sunken path and at the bottom, ignoring the narrow wood
land path to your left, go on a well defined track into woods 
past the old brickworks which is now used to produce concrete, 
turning right at the footpath sign to the drive. 

Turn left into the drive, past the timber yard and the old 
railway line. The top of the bridge has been removed but the 

brick sides remain. It is now possible to use the ·worth Way'. 
This is a newly made 'Linear Country Park' which follows part 
of the route of the now dismantled railway. Here it provides a 
pleasant woodland path and avoids the necessity of walking 
along the road and traffic. 

Turn left up a ramp by the old bridge onto the track for 
100 yards, then gently down to the right, parallel to the 
railway, for 600 yards to the road. Cross and continue along 
the old railway track for about two thirds of a mile to the road. 
(We may in time become accustomed to the kilometre, which 
is approximately the same). This is the busy road. 

Turn left for I 00 yards and at the corner turn right on to 
the bridle path. This is enclosed at first with woods to the left 
and a barbed wire fence and field to the right, for about half a 
mile to Worth Lodge Farm. This path is alm.ost invariably 
muddy! Continue, bearing a little left, but still to the right of 
the buildings to the new bridge over the M23 and then up, 
until you reach houses on both sides at a signpost. Look also 
for the yellow hydrant post marked 3H I 0. Turn right into a 
drive, then on to a grassy path with wooden rails to the right 
to a' stile by an iron gate and on to another stile by the pylon. 

Cross now the bridge over the cutting which was the old 
railway and turn left along the backs of the gardens to a stile 
at the road. Turn right and almost immediately left into 'Green 
Lane', which becomes a very narrow path at one place to the 
Balcom be Road. Cross straight over to the path which becomes 
Blackwater Lane, keeping left at the T-junction, and at Cowdray 
Close continue straight on down towards the bridge. Just 
before this turn right, up the steps, past the allotments to the 
playing field; following close to the railway embankment all 
the way to the road and Three Bridges Station. 
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The Ramblers' Association is a national organisation for those who enjoy walking in the countryside. It is devoted to 
protecting and improving access on foot to the countryside and to the conservation of those landscapes which walkers 
especially value. 

The Association's national office has a small paid staff concerned with promoting in Parliament the interests of walkers. 
Ministers and MPs are lobbied about issues of concern, comments made on proposed new legislation and sympathetic MPs 
and Peers briefed for debates and committee proceedings affecting public access to the countryside. 

Locally, the Sussex Area of the Association has over 1 OOO members, together with four Local Groups of members and a 
number of affiliated rambling clubs and amenity societies. Members are encouraged not only' to use the extensive network 
of public paths by means of the many organised walks, but also to work for their protection and enhancement so that the 
County's fine heritage of public rights of way may continue to give pleasure, interest and exercise to all who use them. 

Membership of the Ramblers' Association is open to all individuals and organisations with an interest in the countryside, 
and details are available from Miss P Lewis, 12 Swallow Road, Crawley , West Sussex RHl l 7RF, telephone Crawley 30544. 

1'11bl lshed by A J & EM French. 45 South Street, Chichester, W Sussex and printed by St Richard's Press Ltd (T.U.) Leigh Rd, Chichester, Sussex, England. 
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